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FRIDAY – 27-11

08h10 - 09h30  Session 1: Diseases associated with the implants
FELIPE PEREIRA ZERWES RS - Coordinator
EDUARDO CARVALHO PESSOA SP - Debater
JOÃO RICARDO AULER PALOSCHI - Debater

08h15 - 08h30  BI-ALCL: What is the real incidence, treatment options and perspectives
RENATO ZOCCHIO TORRESAN SP - Speaker

08h30 - 08h45  Oncological safety of implant-based breast reconstruction
CÍCERO DE ANDRADE URBAN PR - Speaker

08h45 - 09h00  “Breast Implant Illness” (BII) or “ASIA syndrome” what is real, statistics and therapeutic options
CAROLINE A. GLICKSMAN UNITED STATES - Speaker

09h00 - 09h30  Discussion

09h30 - 10h00  Session 2: Roche sponsored class: Neoadjuvant therapy and oncoplastic surgery.
FABRÍCIO BRENELLI - Coordinator
DÉBORA GAGLIATO SP - Speaker
FILOMENA MARINO CARVALHO SP - Speaker

10h00 - 10h30  Intervalo

10h30 - 12h00  Session 3: Autologous breast fat graft
DARLEY DE LIMA FERREIRA FILHO PE - Coordinator
ELVIS LOPES BARBOSA CE
GIULIANO TAVARES TOSELLO SP - Debater

10h35 - 10h50  Fat grafting in partial reconstruction: can we use it immediately?
JORGE VILLANOVA BIAZUS RS - Speaker

10h50 - 11h05  Fat grafting in late and immediate mammary reconstruction: where are we?
RODRIGO CERICATTO RS - Speaker

11h05 - 11h20  Nano Fat Grafting: concept and applicability in mammary corrective surgery
MURILO FRAGA SP - Speaker

11h20 - 11h40  Fleury sponsored class

11h40 - 12h00  Discussion
13h30 - 14h50  **Session 4: Oncoplastic surgery in surgical practice**  
CARLOS ALBERTO RUIZ SP - Coordinator  
FABIANA COELHO SP  
NATALIE RIOS ALMEIDA SP - Debater  
13h35 - 13h50  **How to evolve from classical breast conservative surgery to oncoplastic surgery**  
GASTON BERMAN ARGENTINA - Speaker  
13h50 - 14h05  **Satisfaction and quality of life after oncoplastic surgery. Results from the BreasQ15 Trial**  
BENIGNO ACEA SPAIN - Speaker  
14h05 - 14h20  **Conservative surgery in locally advanced tumors. Indications, planning and techniques**  
EDUARDO GONZALEZ ARGENTINA - Speaker  
14h20 - 14h50 Discussion  
14h50 - 15h40  **Session 5: Oncoplastic surgeries videos**  
FÁBIO BAGNOLI SP - Coordinator  
CARLOS GUSTAVO CRIPPA SC  
IDAM DE OLIVIERA JUNIOR SP - Debater  
14h55 - 15h05  **Oncoplasty: optimization of the vertical pattern**  
BENIGNO ACEA SPAIN - Speaker  
15h05 - 15h10 Discussion  
15h10 - 15h20  **Geometric compensation**  
REGIS PAULINELLI GO - Speaker  
15h20 - 15h25 Discussion  
15h25 - 15h35  **Locoregional flaps**  
FABRÍCIO BRENELLI SP - Speaker  
15h35 - 15h40 Discussion  
16h10 - 17h20  **Session 6: Future and perspectives in breast surgery**  
JOSÉ FRANCISCO RINALDI SP - Coordinator  
RAFAEL HENRIQUE SZYMANSKI MACHADO RJ - Debater  
LUIS PENDOLA ECUADOR - Debater  
16h15 - 16h40  **Robotic surgery in breast cancer. Experience of the EIO (Milan) and results**  
ANTONIO TOESCA ITALY - Speaker
16h40 - 17h00  **What is new in breast reconstruction**
MÁRIO RIETJENS ITALY - Speaker

17h00 - 17h20  Discussion

17h20 - 18h10  **Session 7**

17h20 - 17h40  **Geneone sponsored class**

17h40 - 18h10  **Clinical case discussion**
MAURÍCIO DE AQUINO RESENDE SE - Coordinator
AILTON JOIOSO SP
EVANDRO FALLACI MATHEUS SP
LUCIANA NAÍRA DE BRITO LIMA LIMONGI PE
RENÉ ALOÍSIO DA COSTA VIEIRA MG
RICARDO COSTA PINTO SP - Debater

18h10 - 18h10  Close remarks

---

**SATURDAY – 28-11**

08h05 - 09h30  **Session 8: Hot topics in oncoplastic surgery**
JOÃO HENRIQUE PENNA REIS MG - Coordinator
RODRIGO PEPE COSTA DF
WELLERSON MIRANDA SP - Debater

08h05 - 08h25  **De-escalation of surgical complexity in oncoplastic surgery effects on outcomes/ Mini-mize scars in oncoplastic surgery**
GIUSEPPE CATANUTO ITALY - Speaker

08h25 - 08h45  **Avoiding deformity after BCS in young women with small breasts**
RICHARD RAINSBURY UNITED KINGDOM - Speaker

08h45 - 09h05  **Artificial Intelligence and mathematical modelling in oncoplastic breast surgery**
GIUSEPPE CATANUTO ITALY - Speaker

09h05 - 09h30  Discussion

09h30 - 10h30  **Session 9: Roche Oncoplastic Surgery Workshop**
JOSÉ LUIS PEDRINI RS - Coordinator
LUÍS HENRIQUE GEBRIM SP
09h35 - 09h45  
**Indications of neoadjuvant chemotherapy in operable tumors**  
EDUARDO MILLEN RJ - Speaker

09h45 - 09h55  
**Conservative oncoplastic approach post neoadjuvant chemotherapy**  
REGIS PAULINELLI GO - Speaker

09h55 - 10h05  
**Handling axillae after neoadjuvant chemotherapy in previously N+ patients**  
ANTÔNIO LUIZ FRASSON RS - Speaker

10h05 - 10h15  
**Safety of mammary reconstruction post neoadjuvant chemotherapy**  
ANDRÉ MATTAR SP - Speaker

10h15 - 10h30  
Discussion

11h00 - 12h30  
**Session 10**
IVO CARELLI FILHO SP - Coordinator  
CÍCERO DE ANDRADE URBAN PR  
CESAR CABELLO DOS SANTOS SP - Debater

11h05 – 11h25  
**Salvage of the infected implant in breast reconstruction**  
KRISHNA CLOUGH FRANCE - Speaker

11h25 – 11h45  
**Zeiss sponsored class: Intraoperative radiotherapy in oncoplastic surgery**  
RUFFO DE FREITAS JUNIOR GO - Speaker

11h45 – 12h05  
**Long term results of oncoplastic surgery for breast cancer**  
KRISHNA CLOUGH FRANCE - Speaker

12h05 – 12h30  
Discussion

14h00 - 14h50  
**Session 11: Future of the microsurgery in the breast**  
LEONIDAS MACHADO RS  
ANASTÁSIO BERRETTINI JUNIOR SP - Debater

14h00 - 14h25  
**Sensory recovery in post mastectomy. How is it possible?**  
RISAL DJOHAN UNITED STATES - Speaker

14h25 - 14h50  
Discussion

14h50 - 15h40  
**Session 12: Surgical vídeos**  
ROBERTO KEPLER - Coordinator  
RENATA SUZUKI BRONDI SP  
ÂNGELA ERGUY ZUCATTO RS - Debater
14h55 - 15h10  Bilateral Nipple Sparing Mastectomy and pre-pec reconstruction in irradiated breast  
BENIGNO ACEA SPAIN - Speaker

15h10 - 15h15  Discussion

15h15 - 15h30  Breast reconstruction with Lipofilled LD flap/ miniflap  
VLMAR MARQUES DE OLIVEIRA SP - Speaker

15h30 - 15h40  Discussion

15h40 - 17h10  Session 13: Challenges and what is new in breast reconstruction  
FÁBIO POSTIGLIONI MANSANI PR - Coordinator  
BARBARA PACE MG  
DOUGLAS PIRES MG - Debater

15h45 - 16h00  Breast reconstruction in irradiated breast  
FÁBIO BAGNOLI SP - Speaker

16h00 - 16h15  Pre-pectoral reconstruction with and without mesh  
EDUARDO GONZALEZ ARGENTINA - Speaker

16h15 - 16h30  Breast reconstruction in large breasts  
VLMAR MARQUES DE OLIVEIRA SP - Speaker

16h30 - 16h45  Breast reconstruction after aesthetic surgery  
FABRÍCIO BRENNELI SP - Speaker

16h45 - 17h10  Discussion

17h10 - 17h25  Palestra - Best oncoplastic surgery papers in 2020  
FRANCISCO PIMENTEL CAVALCANTE CE - Speaker

17h25 - 17h25  Wrap-up